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SELF-HELP IN THE HOSPITALS

St. Christopher's Hospice
[FROM A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT]

St. Christopher's Hospice dates its foundation from the first
gift-left in 1948 by a young Pole who died of cancer in a
ward of 50 patients. He discussed with the almoner the
possibility of establishing a small institution for patients with

problems such as his, and when he died he gave £500 to
provide a window if such a home was built. Since then
almost half a million pounds has been raised for St.
Christopher's Building Fund Appeal. The first stage of the
hospice is nearing completion; it will have received its first
patient by the time this article appears. The

young Pole's window round the front ....

entrance stands out among the many parts
of the building that are named for particular --
gifts.

................................

Aims of the Hospice 00::0--0i; 8A

St. Christopher's Hospice is planned, as its3
Medical Director, Dr. Cicely Saunders, once fi | 1l
said, "as something between a hospital and 1
a home-combining the skills of the one withl
the warmth and welcome that belong to thel
other." It will care for people in pain andl
distress who cannot be cared for satisfactorilyl

ally ill, with a prognosis of no more than

three months, who will probably spend the I
last weeks of their life at the hospice; others I.

will be admitted with long-term illness and

chronic pain and are likely to stay much

longer. Both types of patients may be

enabled to return to their homes. An outpatient clinic and

an experimental domiciliary service will become part of the

work of the hospice.

The basic aim of the hospice is to give these patients a

real chance to live their lives, short or long, as fully and as

peacefully as possible. Moreover, the hospice also has a

broader aim-it wants to stimulate the growth of skill and

interest in the care of these patients. Research and teaching

will therefore be one of the, prime functions of the hospice

from the beginning. It will, for example, carry out further

work into the relief of pain and distress, believing that this

must include the understanding and treatment of mental as

well as physical pain and also of all the other discomforts of

such illness.

St. Christopher's is a religious foundation of an unusually

broad character and it is difficult for such a foundation to

retain its essential character as part of a public service ; that is

why it will remain an independent body. This independence

will also help the hospice to remain freely adaptable to new

ideas and to pioneer effectively in this new field. From the

beginning this has been discussed with the Ministry of Health

and the regional hospital board, and contractual arrangements

have been made with the latter, so that for most of the patients

care will be free.

Late in 1962 a suitable site for building the hospice was

found in the London Borough of Bromley. The committee

did not know the exact cost of the project at this stage-nly

that it would amount to some hundreds of thousands of

pounds and that this could be raised only from private
sources, both from the large charitable foundations and from
individual donors. In fact financial help had been proanised
a year before the site was found, the City Parochial Founda-
tion having promised a grant of £50,000 when developments
assured the establishment of the hospice. The first grant
actually paid to the hospice came from the King Edward's
Hospital Fund for London, which gave £27,000 and the
expenses involved in purchasing the site in 1963.

St. Christopher's Hospice.

In March 1964 the St. Christopher's Hospice Building
Fund Appeal for the first stage of building was launched with
"The Week's Good Cause" appeal on the B.B.C. Home
Service. Shortly afterwards the Drapers' Company promised
£50,000 for the old people's wing, and without this grant
the latter could not have been included in the first stage.

In December 1964 the Nuffield Foundation granted £60,000
for a ward and the Sembal Trust £22,680 for a section of a
ward. A legacy from the U.S.A. enabled a second site near by
also to be acquired. To date over £400,000 has been received
for the hospice, and only about £70,000 is still required to
complete and equip the first stage of the building.

A Local Appeal

In 1967 the London Borough of Bromley set up a local
appeal committee to raise money locally. The appeal was

officially launched by the Mayor in February 1967 at a public
meeting in the uncompleted building. Bromley people have
organized their fund-raising functions to contribute to this
appeal, while, in addition, those interested are beginning to
form the nucleus of a volunteer department, which will help
to make the patients feel part of the local community. Some
of the several hundreds who already comprise the Friends of
St. Christopher's Hospice will be joining them in what it is
hoped will develop as an integral part of the work of the
hospice.
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The first stage of the building includes: ward accommoda-
tion for 54 patients, together with very ample day space and
facilities, the Drapers' Wing for 16 elderly people, some
staff rooms, and the outpatients' clinic. The ward block will
finally accommodate 75 patients; the regional hospital board
will have contractual arrangements for 40 of the original 54
beds, and these will therefore be free to patients. Money will
be raised in various ways for the other patients and residents.

The hospice illustrates very forcibly the important and
valuable part that voluntary institutions can still play in a
country whose medical needs are almost entirely met by a
State service. The practical realization of the vision for St.
Christopher's demonstrates also how by hard work and dedi-
cation very large voluntary projects indeed can start from the
smallest beginnings and come successfully to fruition even in
these supposedly complacent days of the Welfare State.

Radio Communication and the Emergency Department

M. H. HALL,* M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.; R. S. GARDENt M.B., M.CH.ORTH., F.R.C.S.ED.

Brit. med.J., 1967, 3, 170-171

Several years ago it was decided to investigate the use of radio
communication between the Emergency Department and the
ambulances serving the Preston Royal Infirmary (Garden, 1962).
The telephone line already existing between Lancashire County
Council ambulance headquarters and the hospital was used to
complete the radio link, but technical problems arising from
the length of the land lines caused some delay in the early
stages. Improvements made by the radio department staff of
the Lancashire County Constabulary, however, enabled the
ambulance headquarters operator to monitor the signal and
switch from transmit to receive as required. At the hospital the
telephone line terminating in the ambulance officers' room was
extended into the Emergency and Accident Department
(Fig. E). An ordinary bell-push beside the telephone in the
ambulance officers' room was installed to ring a warning bell
in the emergency department when an ambulance attendant
wished to communicate by radio with the medical officer on
duty during the day (Fig. A). At other times an indicator
relay worked by the telephone circuit was used as a warning
device (Fig. B).
This experimental arrangement proved to be of immediate

value in alerting the hospital staff of the impending arrival of
seriously ill or injured patients, and in maintaining contact
between the hospital and the flying squad dealing with motorists
or workmen trapped as a result of road or industrial accidents.
The Emergency and Accident Department is extremely

cramped; over 30,000 new patients are treated annually within
a total floor area of only 956 square feet. During a large part
of the day there is little unused space, but the information that
a seriously injured patient is on his way to hospital allows time
for room to be made available and resuscitation equipment to be
set out. If several patients are expected, confusion arrd delay in
treatment are avoided by calling extra help to the department
before the patients reach the hospital.

It soon became apparent that if advantage was to be taken
of this early warning it was essential to set out full resuscita-
tion equipment before each patient arrived. This required the
design of new types of equipment and the development of fresh
methods of instrument storage to overcome the inherent diffi-
culties under which the department is required to work.

Because the results of this initial experiment were so success-
ful, radio-link facilities were extended to the Borough ambulance
vehicles, using a remote-control unit installed in the Emergency
Department (Fig. D). This unit was connected to the tie-
line between the hospital and the Borough ambulance head-
quarters (Fig. F), the telephones being disconnected from
the tie-line by a switch (Fig. C) when the radio link was in
operation. This arrangement proved easier to operate than the
County system, because the send-receive switch was incor-

porated in the handset of the control unit. Warning devices
similar to those in use for the County system were installed for
use during the appropriate hours (Fig. Al, B').

The radio-link installation. A? County, and A', Borough daytime warn-
ing bells. B. County, and B , Borough nighttime indicator relays. C
Radio/telephone switch for Borough system. D, Remote control unit
for Borough transmitter. E, Tie-line telephone to County ambulance
headquarters. F, Tie-line telephone to Borough ambulance headquarters.

To ensure that all members of the staff are able to use the
equipment a short test transmission is made every morning.
This has proved helpful in overcoming the strangeness felt by
most people using radio communication for the first time.

Results
One of the most gratifying and highly welcome by-products

of the early warning system has been the unexpected competi-
tion that has arisen between the ambulance personnel and the
departmental staff to ensure immediate attention for seriously
injured patients.

It has clearly emerged that the avoidance of even a minute's
delay in starting resuscitation can preserve lives which even a
few years ago would have been lost. As an example, 97 patients
suffering from severe multiple injuries have been treated in the
department during the past three years. Of these patients 68
had sustarned crush injuries of the chest and 32 showed para

* Senior Accident Officer, Preston Royal Infirmary.
t Conisultant Orthopaedic Surgeon, Preston Royal Infirmary Lecturer

in Clinical Orthopaedic Surgery, University of Liverpool.
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